Fork Crowns - Cast
For ST Fork Blades

For Round Tubes

LC05. Suitable with slight
manipulation of fork blade, for
fitting Reynolds ST Fork Blades.
Weight: 160gr. 62mm. c to c.
41mm. wheel clearance.

LC12. Built-in rake permits
custom fork-builds, using standard
28.6 tubing. For 28.6mm
Steering Column.
Weight: 280 gr. 91.7mm. c to c.
63mm. wheel clearance.

LC15. Traditional Lightweight
Semi-sloping design.
Weight: 92 gr. 60mm. c to c.
36mm. wheel clearance.

LC17. Hollow, yet, strong design.
Ideal for touring, for a very stiff
fork. 42mm wheel clearance.
Weight: 124 gr. 62mm c to c.

24mm Track Crown

LC19. Traditional type track fork
crown, for 24mm round fork
blades. 40mm. clearance.
Weight: 118 gr. 64mm c to c.

LC31. Narrow, lightweight and
very strong. 30mm clearance.
7° rake for straight blades.
Weight: 118 gr. 50mm c to c.

LC39. Design for use with 28.6mm
steerer and raked blades. 41mm
wheel clearance. 63mm c to c.
Weight 160 g.

.

LC302R. Fleur de Lys version of
LC18. 7° built in rake for straight
blades. 39mm wheel clearance.
60mm c to c. Weight 110 g.
Available as stainless in set
with other Fleur De Lys Parts

Crowns in more than one Version

LC14. Lightweight hollow design.
Weight: 140gr. 51.5mm c to c.
30mm. wheel clearance.

LC16. Very popular fully sloping
design, with lightweight build.
Weight: 126 gr. 59mm c to c.
39mm. wheel clearance.

LC32. As above but with 7° rake
built in for straight blades.

S-LC16. Above in stainless steel.

LC18 Hollow, lightweight crown.
6.50° rake for straight blades.
Weight 120g. 60.5mm. c to c.
38mm wheel clearance.
S-LC18 As above but in
stainless steel.
LC23 As LC18 above but
without the built in rake for
straight blades.
LC34 As LC18 for 28.6mm Steerer

LC22C. Wider than normal crown,
ideal for touring or cyclocross.
Weight: 155 gr. 81mm c to c.
58mm. wheel clearance.
LC33. As above but suitable for a
28.6mm steering column.
LC37. As LC22C above but with a
built in 7° rake for straight
fork blades.

All Crowns are for 25.4mm Steerer and 28x19mm
oval fork blades except where indicated.

LC27. Wide fork crown
Weight 185 g. 47mm. clearance.
72mm c to c.
LC41. As above with 28.6mm
Steerer

LC36-4. Specially made to fit the
Columbus MAX fork blades code
MAXL16V2 or MAXL16V2P.
Built in 7° rake Weight: 160g.
41mm wheel clearance.
LC36-5. As above but suitable
for 28.6mm steering column.

The term ‘wheel clearance’ indicates the
approximate distance between the inside tangs of
the crown or the fork blades when fitted,
whichever is closer.

